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AI-based fleet management companies are using a 
combination of data analysis, machine learning, and 
advanced sensor technology to deliver the same level of 
accessibility, accuracy, and speed to the transportation, 
logistics, and mobility industry. They are able to use this 
information to predict breakdowns before they occur, which 
is better for drivers, fleets, and logistics companies as well 
as allowing maintenance crews to prioritize projects and 
keep a closer eye on more data points within their system.



At the high-level AI can be applied in fleet management in 
two ways: to augment human decision-making with new 
insights and recommendations, and to automate decision 
making (removing the human component). We’ll explore 
both approaches in this guide and we’ll show how AI 
technologies can improve fleet management in the areas of 
electric vehicles optimizations, predictive maintenance, 
predictive forecasting, and intelligent driver safety solutions. 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is gaining traction in 
the fleet management sector. Managers are 
beginning to see that AI is not meant to replace 
them but rather assist in streamlining their role. 
AI helps them address their business needs by 
monitoring their fleet closely. It allows 
managers to prioritize driver safety without 
compromising on cost and efficiency. It 
enables them to keep track of all their fleet 
operations and make timely decisions.
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Augmented decision-making  
in fleet management

Today, fleet operators still use data to make business decisions. For 
instance, they mine driving behavior data to identify outliers and form 
relationships among different types of data in order to gain a deeper 
understanding of their operations. They then use this information to make 
decisions in the context of their businesses.



Some examples of artificial intelligence (AI) in the transportation industry 
include an AI model that analyzes driver behavior to determine driving 
performance, and then generates a driver scorecard identifying unsafe 
behaviors. Another example is AI’s ability to analyze fuel efficiency, 
enabling fleet managers to identify how changing certain variables will 
affect fuel efficiency. 



The bottom line is that managers in the fleet industry can use an 
augmented approach to decision-making without any extra effort.
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Automating decision making in fleet 
management

Artificial intelligence can assist human decision-makers or be used to 
automate certain tasks. Instead of waiting for a manager to intervene, an 
application could automatically send drivers a link to a remedial training 
course on driving in poor weather conditions. The application could send 
periodic reminders until the driver registers for and completes the course; 
it could also automatically reassign jobs to other drivers if the person 
does not comply.



Artificial intelligence (AI)-driven, automatic decision-making capabilities 
are becoming more common within the maintenance management 
systems of a growing number of commercial fleets. Many commercial 
enterprises practice a generational form of preventative maintenance 
known as periodic maintenance by changing vehicle oil at regular 
intervals. 



Telematics data collected from the engine can be used to predict when oil 
changes are due, optimizing the periodicity of oil changes, and 
sometimes prompting mechanics to change oil at an earlier than normal 
interval or before an unscheduled breakdown occurs.

Certain enterprises have built AI models and workflows that automatically 
analyze telematics data collected from engines on a periodic basis, 
determine whether action is required, schedule maintenance as needed, 
and take vehicles out of service for that maintenance.



The big picture is that these AI applications can help fleet managers work 
more efficiently and save money. For instance, according to 

vehicle uptime can be increased by up to 30% due to preventative 
maintenance, and a self-driving car service might reduce collision costs 
by 75%.



Let’s go into deep details of fleet management optimization with AI in the 
next section.




Frost and 
Sullivan, 
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Key aspects of fleet management 
optimization with AI

EV fleet management optimization

EV routing system EV fleet monitoring EV charging infrastructure management 

Businesses are entering an important crossroads in the global 
transportation sector. While many businesses were able to recover from 
supply chain disruptions caused by pandemic viruses, a new obstacle has 
arisen: a call for fleet electrification from regulators and consumers alike. 
It means that the transition to EV fleet management is inevitable and fleet 
management companies have to guide this process.

Adaptation of the AI technologies will play a major part in this process 
and we as an  can help to prepare for this scope of 
changes in fleet management. To do this, we’ve made a list of conceptual 
subsystems a comprehensive EV fleet management solution should have.

AI technology provider

Electric vehicles have different characteristics than 
Internal Combustion Engine vehicles. Charging an EV 
takes more time and energy than fueling a gas- or diesel-
powered car. As a result, range anxiety is very real for 
many electric vehicle owners. First, you’ll need to link 
your mobile app with the car’s telematics to gain a 
baseline understanding of its performance analytics. 
Then add extra data sources such as location-based 
services and traffic and mapping APIs to become more 
aware of the surroundings and real-time driving 
conditions. Finally, connect all these data sources to your 
intelligent trip planning app that can design realistic 
routes using these inputs. 

There are several software systems to facilitate EV fleet 
monitoring and performance optimization. Battery life 
prediction and analytics are one of them. E-vehicles 
come equipped with battery management systems 
(BMSs) that collect baseline performance data. This 
alone can be telling for your operations. However, you 
can also install extra sensors (pressure, temperature, 
etc.) to capture more data points. By combining this data 
with fleet telematics and adding machine learning 
algorithms, you can make a BMS predictive (i.e., it will 
provide estimates on battery capacity, depreciation over 
time, and servicing needs).

The smaller fleet management companies that plan to 
use public charging infrastructure or private providers 
can gain cost savings by building local electric vehicle 
charging infrastructure. Going down this route can enable 
you to negotiate better tariffs with local energy providers 
and allows you to monitor your fleet more accurately with 
greater precision. This includes the ability to streamline 
the charging workflow using connected EV chargers, 
which often have extra IoT sensors that automatically 
navigate drivers to a charging station and authorize the 
vehicle using license plate reading technology or a 
connected car's digital ID. Once the vehicle is docked, the 
management module can then suggest the optimal 
charging schedule based on the planned routes. 
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Predictive maintenance Predictive analytics and visibility

Predictive maintenance helps reduce downtime for vehicles, which is one 
of the largest expenses that transportation companies face. Downtime 
refers to any time during which an asset, machine, or resource is 
unavailable or unable to perform its intended function. In fleets, downtime 
commonly occurs when a commercial motor vehicle, or even a driver, 
cannot complete planned routes. Reduction of downtime through the 
application of the right technology leads to increased productivity and 
decreased costs associated with repairs. Predictive maintenance using AI 
allows service managers to predict when a vehicle needs service or repair 
- and this allows you to take proactive steps rather than reactive steps. 
This minimizes the chance of unplanned downtime for vehicles and the 
resulting increase in maintenance costs.



Artificial intelligence can be used to design artificial neural networks that 
predict the lifespan of a given part without actually having to test it. This 
means significant savings as repairs or replacements are often scheduled 
after vehicles have run for several thousand miles or in strict periods—
which is well past the point where problems become apparent.

The technology of predictive maintenance allows you to avoid 
unpredictable costs associated with unexpected breakdowns of mobile 
fleets operating in remote areas away from service stations or repair 
shops where they cannot be easily reached quickly.




Predictive fleet visibility is a must-have artificial intelligence (AI) solution 
for fleet managers. Today’s fleet vehicles are equipped with a range of 
sensors, cameras, and GPS devices that transmit real-time data to the 
company network. Fleet managers need to be able to see their entire fleet 
at all times to make strategic decisions about routing and load matching. 
This is where vehicle tracking systems with 360 visibility of telematics 
data come in. With this technology, operators can track the location of 
every fleet vehicle in real-time and have access to data such as speed, 
direction, and freights.



Predictive analytics and forecasting help fleet managers determine how 
many vehicles they will need, where, and when. These predictions can be 
used to reroute vehicles and replace underutilized fleets with more 
appropriate ones. Planners can also use predictive data to help optimize 
service levels and reduce costs.



Companies cannot afford to lack a fleet management system, as these 
important tools provide 360-degree visibility of a fleet in real-time, as well 
as predictive and prescriptive visibility into how future fleet conditions are 
likely to arise.
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Intelligent driver safety solutions

Artificial intelligence can be applied to fleet management in a variety of 
ways. Many models are able to help you track the behavior of drivers and 
identify those who might be at risk for causing an accident due to medical 
conditions that impair mental capacity. Fleet operators can then direct 
drivers at risk for an immediate break, reducing the odds of incidents 
occurring.



Artificial intelligence (AI) is used in fleet management systems to help 
fleet managers understand how their vehicles are being driven. By using 
machine learning within a vehicle tracking system, you can gain greater 
visibility into individual driver specifics and identify risky driving practices 
such as fast acceleration or hard braking before they become problems 
for both drivers and the company’s bottom line. Identified drivers can be 
directed to additional training programs to challenge driver accountability.

Getting started  with AI

Due to the exciting applications of artificial intelligence in fleet 
management, the future of transportation is promising. 



Applications such as self-driving vehicles and driverless trucks are 
helping solve problems such as unpredictable road conditions, 
operational costs, and driver retention problems. This technology has 
wide-reaching benefits for transportation stakeholders and may ensure 
that other road users remain safe.



If you’re looking for ways to reduce your fleet’s expenses, contact 
CloudMade. We offer AI-based fleet management software that can help 
optimize routes, predict maintenance needs, provide personalized 
assistance, adaptive framework components, and more. Our solutions are 
tailored to meet the specific needs of each client we work with - so you 
can rest assured that you’re getting the best possible service. Contact us 
today to learn more!
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